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Abstract 19 

The Northwest Pacific (NWP) anomalous anticyclone (AAC) intensifies and extends 20 

northward from El Niño decaying early to mid- summer despite the dissipating sea surface 21 

temperature anomalies in the North Indian Ocean, North Atlantic and tropical NWP. The 22 

present study investigates these two intraseasonal variations of AAC from the perspective of 23 

energetics. The efficiency of dry energy conversion from background mean flow to 24 

perturbations in the El Niño decaying mid-summer is high and well explains the intensification 25 

of El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the East Asia (EA)-NWP. The baroclinic energy 26 

conversion plays a more dominant role in this process than barotropic energy conversion. 27 

Besides, mean state changes over the EA-NWP from early to mid- summer are found in favor 28 

of the northward shift of the preferred latitude of the circulation anomalies. Thus, the El Niño-29 

induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP are more northward-extended in the later 30 

period. Empirical orthogonal function analyses further confirm that the northward extension of 31 

El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP stems from local optimal mode 32 

change from early to mid- summer. 33 

Keywords El Niño; Anomalous Anticyclone; Intraseasonal variations; Energetics 34 
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1. Introduction 64 

Boreal summer is the principal rainy season for East Asia (EA) and Northwest Pacific 65 

(NWP). The precipitation here over this period shows immense interannual variability, which 66 

is of great socioeconomic importance for the livelihood of over two billion inhabitants (Wang 67 

et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2007). El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the leading source for 68 

local rainfall variability via giving rise to an anomalous anticyclone (AAC) in the lower 69 

troposphere over the Indo-NWP region during El Niño decaying summer (Fu and Ye 1988; 70 

Zhang et al. 1996; Wang et al. 2003; Wei et al. 2020). Similar with the Pacific–Japan (PJ) 71 

pattern (Nitta 1987) or the East Asia–Pacific (EAP) pattern (Huang and Wu 1989), the El Niño-72 

induced convection anomalies over the NWP could excite a meridional wave train propagating 73 

into lower-level extratropical EA during El Niño decaying summer, bringing the influence of 74 

El Niño to the extratropics (Kosaka et al. 2013). For instance, the AAC can induce floods at its 75 

northern flank via moisture convergence (Huang and Wu 1989; Chang et al. 2000) and 76 

droughts in its ridge via subsidence motion (Wang et al. 2000). Besides, the AAC could lead 77 

to above-normal surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies in south China through reduced 78 

rainfall and downward vertical motion, while the anomalous cyclonic circulation to the north 79 

will bring about below-normal SAT anomalies in northeast China through upward vertical 80 

motion (Hu et al. 2011). Furthermore, the AAC could decrease tropical cyclones genesis over 81 

major parts of the tropical NWP (Du et al. 2011). 82 

As for the maintenance mechanisms of the summer NWP AAC, El Niño-induced sea 83 

surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean, tropical Atlantic, and NWP 84 

are considered playing an important role. El Niño events generally mature in boreal winter with 85 

maximum SST warming in the equatorial eastern Pacific. In the following months, SST 86 

anomalies in the equatorial eastern Pacific decay rapidly, but the associated SST anomalies in 87 

the tropical Indian Ocean, tropical Atlantic, and NWP can maintain into summer via 88 

atmospheric bridge (Klein et al. 1999; Alexander et al. 2002), ocean dynamics (Xie et al. 2002; 89 

Huang and Kinter 2002) and air-sea interaction (Wang et al. 2000; Du et al. 2009; Kosaka et 90 

al. 2013; Xie et al. 2016). The warming in the tropical Indian Ocean and tropical Atlantic can 91 
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intensify the summer NWP AAC via the lower-level Ekman divergence invoked by warm 92 

equatorial Kelvin wave response (Xie et al. 2009; Rong et al. 2010), while the NWP cooling 93 

can intensify the AAC via the atmospheric descending Rossby wave response (Wang et al. 94 

2000; Xiang et al. 2013). 95 

The fundamental works of the last twenty years successfully explain the formation and 96 

maintenance of AAC on the summer seasonal mean timescale, mainly focusing on the role of 97 

SST anomalies in three tropical oceans. Nevertheless, the AAC is not only a mode tied to 98 

anomalous SST forcing, but also could arise from the atmospheric internal dynamic processes 99 

unrelated to SST variability (Kosaka et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018). Recent 100 

studies illustrated that the AAC could extract kinetic energy (KE) from background mean flow 101 

via barotropic energy conversion in the NWP confluence zone (Hu et al. 2019; Wang et al. 102 

2020), implying that the impact of SST anomalies on the AAC becomes more efficient under 103 

the summer NWP background mean state. However, the EA-NWP mean state changes 104 

dramatically throughout the summer. So, how will the AAC change correspondingly? 105 

Previous studies reveal an intensification (Xiang et al. 2013) and northward extension (Ye 106 

and Lu 2010; Hu et al. 2017; Li and Lu 2018) of the AAC in El Niño decaying summer. As for 107 

its mechanism, Ye and Lu (2010) suggested the northward shift of the upper-level westerly jet 108 

and NWP subtropical high is responsible for the northward extension of the AAC, which is 109 

confirmed by Kosaka and Nakamura (2010) where they conducted two numerical experiments 110 

with the westerly jet axis set at 35°N and 50°N, respectively. They found the circulation 111 

response is enhanced and displaced poleward in the later experiment. However, this induction 112 

confuses people to some extent since the northward shift of the mid-latitude westerly jet is to 113 

the disadvantage of Rossby wave propagation from the tropics to extratropics (Tsuyuki and 114 

Kurihara 1989). Thus, the concrete process of changes in wave–mean flow interaction over the 115 

EA-NWP during El Niño decaying summer entails further comprehension. 116 

In this study, we aim to quantify the wave-mean flow interaction processes involved in 117 

the intensification and northward extension of AAC during El Niño decaying summer from the 118 

view of energetics. The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data 119 
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and methods. Section 3 displays the variations of ocean-atmosphere anomalies in each month 120 

of El Niño decaying summer. The energy conversion between the AAC and background mean 121 

flow is diagnosed in section 4 to illustrate the influence of EA-NWP mean state changes on the 122 

AAC. Conclusions and discussion are given in section 5. 123 

2. Data and methods 124 

a. Datasets 125 

In this study, the monthly and daily mean atmospheric variables are from the National 126 

Centers for the Environmental Prediction-Department of Energy (NCEP-DOE) atmospheric 127 

reanalysis, which has a horizontal resolution of 2.5°×2.5° at 17 height levels (Kanamitsu et al. 128 

2002). Pentad-mean precipitation data is from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged 129 

Analysis of Precipitation (Xie and Arkin 1997), given on a 2.5°×2.5° horizontal grid. The 130 

interpolated daily outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data is from the National Oceanic and 131 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Liebmann and Smith 1996) and utilized as a proxy for 132 

convection, with 2.5° × 2.5° horizontal resolution. The global gridded monthly SST dataset is 133 

from the UK. Met Office Hadley Centre, with 1°×1° horizontal resolution (Rayner et al. 2003). 134 

The study period is from January 1979 to December 2016. 135 

b. Methods 136 

This study focuses on the interannual variabilities associated with ENSO, so a 9-year 137 

running mean has been removed from all monthly and daily datasets to eliminate the decadal 138 

variability. The numeral 0 (1) in parentheses denotes the El Niño developing (decaying) years, 139 

and the months in this study all refer to those in the Northern Hemisphere. The Niño 3.4 index 140 

is defined as the December(0)-February(1) mean SST anomalies averaged over the region 5°S-141 

5°N and 170°W-120°W and D(0)JF(1) is abbreviated as DJF(0). All the statistically significant 142 

tests for linear regression are performed using the two-tailed Student’s t test. 143 

3. Variations of Ocean-Atmosphere anomalies in El Niño decaying summer 144 

Figures 1 a, d, g show the regression of monthly 850 hPa wind and SAT anomalies in each 145 

month of El Niño decaying summer against the standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index. The AAC 146 

pattern persists throughout the summer, but its spatial structure and amplitude experience 147 
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pronounced changes in each month. The northern flank of AAC marches northward from 27°N 148 

in June(1) to 35°N in July(1) and 38°N in August(1). Besides, the intensity of AAC is observed 149 

to increase from June(1) to July(1) and August(1), corresponding with eastward extension of 150 

intensified zonally elongated circulation anomalies to the international date line. The AAC 151 

intensity is defined as the maximum regressed sea level pressure anomalies around the NWP 152 

(10°–20°N, 110°–150°E), and is 19, 123.174 and 94.727 Pa in June(1), July(1) and August(1), 153 

respectively. 154 

Since the moisture is mainly confined in the lower troposphere, the pattern of regressed 155 

vertically integrated moisture fluxes highly resembles the AAC pattern in each month of El 156 

Niño decaying summer (Figs. 1b, e, h). Both SAT and rainfall anomalies display a meridional 157 

dipole pattern over the EA-NWP, with positive SAT and negative rainfall anomalies in the 158 

ridge of the AAC and opposite anomalies at its northern flank. Accompanied with the 159 

intensification and northward extension of AAC, the monthly SAT (Figs. 1 a, d, g) and rainfall 160 

(Figs. 1 b, e, h) anomalies over EA-NWP also gradually march northward. Specific in China, 161 

negative SAT and positive rainfall anomalies are observed around south China in June(1) and 162 

move to the mid-latitudes in July(1) and August(1), when the south China is occupied by 163 

positive SAT and negative rainfall anomalies. These results indicate that the El Niño-induced 164 

circulation and climate anomalies over the EA-NWP have pronounced intraseasonal and 165 

month-to-month variations during JJA(1) season. 166 

Figures 1 c, f, i show the regression of SST anomalies in each month of El Niño decaying 167 

summer against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index. In June(1), there is prominent warming in 168 

the tropical North Atlantic, tropical Indian Ocean, South China Sea, and cooling in the 169 

subtropical NWP. Such warm-warm-cold SST pattern from west to east is considered 170 

responsible for the formation and maintenance of the summer AAC (Xie et al. 2016; Jiang et 171 

al. 2017). However, the warming in the tropical North Atlantic, tropical Indian Ocean and 172 

cooling in the subtropical NWP are decaying in July(1) and August(1). The SST anomalies 173 

averaged over the North Atlantic (NA; 0°–20°N, 60°W–20°W), North Indian Ocean (NIO; 5°–174 

25°N, 40°E–100°E) and NWP (10°–20°N, 150°–170°E) from June(1) to August(1) are 175 
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calculated. The values are 0.179 (0.216, -0.113), 0.133 (0.197, -0.034), 0.104 (0.171, -176 

0.029) °C for NA (NIO, NWP) in June(1), July(1) and August(1), respectively. Obviously, the 177 

weakening warm-warm-cold SST pattern from June(1) to August(1) is not consistent with the 178 

intensification of the AAC. 179 

To further illustrate the variations of AAC during post-El Niño summer, daily datasets are 180 

used to investigate the evolution feature of the AAC. Figure 2 shows the meridional section of 181 

pentad-mean precipitation, OLR, and 850 hPa wind anomalies averaged between 110° and 182 

150°E regressed against the standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index. The northern flank of the AAC 183 

leaps from about 30°N in mid-June(1) to 35°N in late July(1), coinciding well with the 184 

anomalous rainband. The result indicates that the intraseasonal variations of the AAC does not 185 

accurately follow the calendar months, consistent with Hu et al. (2012). Thus, two periods are 186 

selected for further analysis. One is early summer(1) that is 15 June(1)-14 July(1), and the other 187 

is mid-summer(1) that is 20 July(1)-18 August(1), corresponding to the climatological EA and 188 

NWP rainy season, respectively. Since the weakening SST anomalies could not explain the 189 

AAC variations, what mechanism involved is responsible for its intensification and northward 190 

extension from early to mid- summer(1)? 191 

4. Energetic analyses 192 

To answer the above question, we first examine EA-NWP atmospheric mean state changes 193 

from early to mid- summer, then compare the efficiency of energy conversion from background 194 

mean flows to the AAC between the two periods. 195 

a. Mean state changes from early to mid- summer 196 

Figures 3a-b present the climatological 850 hPa winds and precipitation. The lower-level 197 

winds over the NWP feature a confluence between the westerly monsoon winds from the NIO 198 

and easterly trade winds associated with the North Pacific subtropical high. Accompanied with 199 

the advancement of the summer westerly monsoon, the confluence zone shifts eastward from 200 

early to mid- summer. As for precipitation, the mei-yu/baiu rainband withdraws, and the 201 

emergence of the NWP rainband centered approximately at 10°N, 135°E is observed from early 202 

to mid- summer. This convective jump (Ueda et al. 1995) is characterized by an abrupt 203 
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intensification of NWP convective activity in late July (Zhou et al. 2016) and may further exert 204 

influence on the change of the Rossby wave source over the NWP. Figures 3c-d show the 205 

climatological mean winds at 200 hPa and air temperature at 500 hPa. Accompanied with the 206 

northward shift of the solar radiation, high air temperature centers over the EA extend 207 

northward from early to mid-summer. The climatological upper-level westerly jet shifts 208 

northward from around 40°N in the early summer to around 45°N in the mid-summer according 209 

to the thermal wind relation (Lin and Lu 2008). The exit of the westerly jet over Japan weakens 210 

in the later period. 211 

Previous studies suggest that zonally elongated cyclonic or anticyclonic circulation 212 

anomalies over the EA-NWP owe their formation to the configuration of local mean states 213 

(Kosaka and Nakamura 2006; 2010; Hirota and Takahashi 2012; Hu et al. 2019). There are 214 

five key energy conversion/generation processes at play. First, the lower-level climatological 215 

mean winds over the NWP feature a confluence between the westerly monsoon winds and 216 

easterly trade winds, which is conducive to zonally-elongated circulation anomalies gaining 217 

KE from the background mean flow. Second, since the inhomogeneity of the mean flow could 218 

energize the perturbations in the midlatitude (Simmons et al. 1983; Branstator 1985), zonally-219 

elongated circulation anomalies tend to gain KE from the background mean flow in the exit of 220 

the climatological upper-level westerly jet. Third, circulation anomalies tilting westward with 221 

height are prone to gain available potential energy (APE) from the background mean flow in 222 

the upstream of westerly jet exit. Fourth, on the coastal areas of east Asia, the temperature 223 

gradient between warm continent and cold ocean is beneficial for circulation anomalies tilting 224 

northward with height to gain APE from the background mean flow. Fifth, active cumulus 225 

convection over the NWP could serve as an important energy source to provide APE for the 226 

perturbations. The above energy conversion/generation processes are vital to the formation of 227 

robust interannual variabilities over the EA-NWP, which are usually characterized by zonally-228 

elongated horizontal pattern and northwestward tilting vertical structure, such as the PJ pattern 229 

(Xu et al. 2019; Zhu et al. 2020). As suggested in Figure 3, the NWP background mean states 230 
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change dramatically from early to mid- summer, then how will these changes lead to variations 231 

in El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP? 232 

b. Variations in El Niño-induced circulation anomalies from early to mid- summer(1) 233 

Figures 4a-d show the regression of vorticity anomalies at 850 hPa and 200 hPa against 234 

standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index and corresponding wave-activity fluxes in the early and 235 

mid- summer. Following Takaya and Nakamura (2001), the wave-activity fluxes are defined 236 

as: 237 

𝑊 = #$%&''⃗ %) 𝑢+(𝜓./$ − 𝜓/𝜓../ ) + �̅�(𝜓./𝜓5/ −𝜓/𝜓.5/ )𝑢+6𝜓./𝜓5/ −𝜓/𝜓.5/ 7 + �̅�6𝜓5/$ − 𝜓/𝜓55/ 7𝑓$ 𝑆⁄ ;𝑢+6𝜓./𝜓</ −𝜓/𝜓.</ 7 + �̅�(𝜓5/𝜓</ − 𝜓/𝜓5</ )=           (1) 238 

where 𝑉'⃗  is the horizontal wind velocity vector, 𝜓 the stream function, 𝑓 the Coriolis 239 

parameter, 𝑆 = (𝑅/𝑝)(𝑅𝑇+ 𝐶<𝑝D − 𝑑𝑇+ 𝑑𝑝⁄ ) denotes the static stability, primes and overbars 240 

denote the regressed anomalies against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index and climatological 241 

mean quantities, respectively. The direction of wave-activity fluxes denotes that of local group 242 

velocity of the stational Rossby wave. 243 

 In both early and mid- summer(1), the vorticity anomalies mainly feature meridional 244 

wave structure from the NWP to EA, corresponding to lower-tropospheric poleward wave 245 

fluxes. However, the wave fluxes between the two periods exhibit notable differences. The 246 

850hPa wave fluxes in the mid-summer(1) are stronger and extend more northward than those 247 

in the early summer(1) (Figs. 4a-b). Notable upper-level equatorward wave fluxes can be seen 248 

over the subtropical NWP in the mid-summer(1), while they are missing in the early summer(1) 249 

(Figs. 4c-d). The result suggests that the stationary wave activities associated with the AAC 250 

pattern are remarkably different between the two periods. The tropical-extratropical coupling 251 

over the EA-NWP is more robust in the later period, which is attributed to the more prominent 252 

circulation anomalies at high latitudes of EA in the mid-summer(1). Since the AAC is the 253 

tropical lobe of El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP, hereafter we focus 254 

on the El Niño-induced meridional circulation system rather than the single AAC at low 255 

latitudes. 256 
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Figures 4e-f show the latitude-height function of 135°E vorticity anomalies in the early 257 

and mid- summer regressed onto DJF(0) Nino3.4 index, respectively. In the early summer(1), 258 

the vorticity anomalies mainly feature a dipole structure, with phase tilting slight northward 259 

with height. The maximum negative and positive anomalies are distributed from 15°-25°N and 260 

28°-33°N at lower troposphere, and are 20°-30°N and 30°-45°N at upper troposphere, highly 261 

resembling the PJ-related vorticity anomalies (Kosaka and Nakamura 2006). In the mid-262 

summer(1), the vorticity anomalies at 135°E mainly feature a triple structure, with lower-263 

tropospheric negative-positive-negative centers at 20°, 35° and 50°N, respectively, which shift 264 

northward by about 5° relative to that in the early summer(1). Apart from the shift of locations, 265 

the northward tilting of vorticity anomalies with height in the mid-summer(1) is stronger than 266 

those in the early summer(1), suggesting an intensified atmospheric baroclinicity in the later 267 

period. Besides, intensified upward wave fluxes appear at high latitudes of EA in the mid-268 

summer(1), implying that the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies tend to extract APE from 269 

the background mean flow more efficiently in the mid-summer(1) than in the early summer(1). 270 

As a result, the three-dimensional meridional circulation system develops stronger and lasts 271 

longer in the later period. 272 

Figures 4g-h show the longitude-height function of the regressed vorticity anomalies at 40° 273 

and 45°N where the westerly jet cores in the early and mid- summer(1) are located, respectively. 274 

Significant positive vorticity anomalies tilt slightly westward with height in the upstream of 275 

westerly jet exit while eastward in the downstream in both early and mid- summer(1). Besides, 276 

there are pronounced upward (downward) wave fluxes associated with the westward (eastward) 277 

inclination in the mid-summer(1), suggesting an intensified upward propagation of wave 278 

energy in this period. Since the energy conversion efficiency depends on the relative position 279 

between background mean flow and the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies, we further 280 

investigate the concrete energy conversion processes in the next part. 281 

c. Mechanisms for the intensification of El Niño-induced circulation anomalies 282 

Following Kosaka and Nakamura (2006), the barotropic energy conversion (CK) from the 283 

background mean flow to perturbations can be given by 284 
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𝐶𝐾 = 6GHIJKHI7$ LMKNM. − MG+M5OPQQQQRQQQQSTUV
− 𝑢/𝑣/ LMKNM5 + MG+M.O		PQQQQRQQQQSTUX

																																										(2) 285 

where u and v denote the zonal and meridional winds, respectively. The baroclinic energy 286 

conversion (CP) from the background mean flow to perturbations is defined as 287 

𝐶𝑃 = Z[\< 𝑢/𝑡/ MG+M<PQQRQQST V̂
− Z[\< 𝑣/𝑡/ MKNM<PQQRQQST X̂

                       (3) 288 

where 𝑅 denotes the gas constant, 𝑡 the temperature, 𝐶< the specific heat at constant 289 

pressure, and 𝑃  the pressure. To objectively measure the efficiency of CK and CP in 290 

replenishing the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP, we calculate dry 291 

energy conversion time scale: 𝜏`a5 = [𝐾𝐸 + 𝐴𝑃𝐸] [𝐶𝐾 + 𝐶𝑃]⁄ , where the bracket represents 292 

the area mean of 0–60°N, 110°–150°E. The qualitative result does not change too much even 293 

if the chosen area is slightly enlarged or shrank. Positive value less than 30 days indicates the 294 

corresponding process is efficient enough to maintain the El Niño-induced circulation 295 

anomalies over the EA-NWP, while value more than 30 days indicates the process is beneficial 296 

but not efficient. Negative value suggests that the process is detrimental to the maintenance of 297 

the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies. The 𝜏`a5  is 7.241 and 3.804 days in early and 298 

mid- summer(1), respectively (Table 1), suggesting the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies 299 

over the EA-NWP can extract dry energy from the background mean flow more efficiently in 300 

the later period. As a result, the NWP AAC intensifies in this period. We further investigate 301 

the relative role played by CK and CP in the following paragraphs. 302 

Figure 5 shows the CK at 850 hPa and 200 hPa during early and mid- summer(1). At 850 303 

hPa, pronounced positive CK lies on the climatological zonal winds’ confluence zone 304 

(𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑥⁄ < 0) from the South China Sea to the east of the Philippine in both periods (Figs. 5a-305 

b). The fixed position of positive CK by the NWP convergent background mean flow could 306 

explain, at least in part, why the southern flank of AAC is anchored around 10°N in both early 307 

and mid- summer(1) (Fig. 2). Further analysis suggests that 𝐶𝐾. [especially -(𝑢/$ 2⁄ )(𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑥⁄ )] 308 

plays a dominant role in inducing lower-level CK due to the zonally elongated shape of AAC 309 
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(𝑢/$ > 𝑣/$), emphasizing the importance of interaction between background zonal mean flow 310 

and circulation anomalies in triggering the AAC (figure not shown). 311 

At 200 hPa, the positive and negative CK adjoin one another around the exit of the upper-312 

level westerly jet (𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑥⁄ < 0). The westerly jet advances northward and weakens from early 313 

to mid- summer(1) and so does the CK along the westerly jet (Figs. 5c-d). Another conspicuous 314 

positive CK center is found in the Okhotsk sea in the mid-summer(1) (Fig. 5d). Since the 315 

direction of the wave fluxes and momentum fluxes is opposite with each other, the salient 316 

equatorward wave fluxes over the Okhotsk sea (Fig. 4d) denote strong poleward momentum 317 

fluxes (𝑢/𝑣/ > 0). Thus, these poleward momentum fluxes to the north of the westerly jet core 318 (𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑦⁄ < 0) favor the formation of positive CK [−𝑢/𝑣/(𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑦⁄ ) > 0)]. 319 

The barotropic energy conversion time scale is defined as 𝜏TU = [𝐾𝐸] [𝐶𝐾]⁄ . The 𝜏TU  is 320 

9.538 and 15.574 days at 850 hPa, 2.756 and 7.729 days at 200 hPa, and 5.563 and 7.58 days 321 

when integrated vertically in the early and mid- summer(1), respectively (Table 1). The result 322 

indicates that CK is efficient in both early and mid- summer(1), but more efficient in the former 323 

period. That is to say, the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP can more 324 

efficiently gain barotropic energy from the background mean flow in the early summer(1) than 325 

in the mid-summer(1). Thus, CK plays a negative role in the intensification of El Niño-induced 326 

circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP. On the other hand, it should be noted that Eq. (1) 327 

dismisses the redistribution of 𝐾𝐸 from one area to the other, so the simple area average may 328 

import errors. However, this method is still a good way to preliminarily quantify the wave-329 

mean flow interaction. 330 

Figure 6 shows the vertically integrated CP and climatological mean temperature at 500 331 

hPa during early and mid- summer(1). The most pronounced positive CP over the EA in the 332 

early summer(1) is situated from Korean Peninsula to the Japan Sea. The positive CP 333 

remarkably intensifies and advances northward to the Far East in the mid-summer(1), with its 334 

shape changing from the zonally-elongated to northeastward-slanted. We further decompose 335 

CP into 𝐶𝑃. and 𝐶𝑃5 (Figs. 6c-f). 𝐶𝑃. makes marginal contributions in the early summer(1) 336 

but comes into play in the mid-summer(1). The positive 𝐶𝑃. over the Okhotsk sea in the later 337 
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period facilitates the positive CP, resulting from an intensified interaction between eastward 338 

heat transport (𝑢/𝑡/ > 0) and thermal contrast between the warm continent and cold ocean 339 (𝜕�̅� 𝜕𝑝⁄ > 0). Positive 𝐶𝑃5 is of paramount importance in positive CP. Since the direction of 340 

the vertical wave fluxes and heat fluxes is the same, the salient upward wave fluxes denote 341 

strong poleward heat fluxes (𝑣/𝑡/ > 0) . Due to the existence of meridional temperature 342 

gradient, 𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑝⁄ < 0 exists in mid-latitudes of EA. Thus, the structure of westward tilt with 343 

height (−𝑣/𝑡/ < 0) is to the benefit of positive 𝐶𝑃5 	(−𝑣/𝑡/(𝜕𝑢+ 𝜕𝑝⁄ ) > 0). The baroclinicity 344 

of the atmosphere is pronounced at mid-high latitudes of EA, leading to stronger 𝐶𝑃5 in the 345 

mid-summer(1). As a result, the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP in 346 

the later period are robust. 347 

The efficiency of CP in replenishing the local APE of perturbations is measured by 𝜏T^ =348 [𝐴𝑃𝐸] [𝐶𝑃]⁄ . The 𝜏T^ is 11.689 and 1.618 days in early and mid- summer(1), respectively 349 

(Table 1), indicating that CP can energize the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies much 350 

more effectively in the later period. Thus, CP may account for why the El Niño-induced 351 

circulation anomalies intensify when the anomalous SST forcing weakens in the mid-352 

summer(1). 353 

d. Mechanisms for the northward extension of El Niño-induced circulation anomalies 354 

In the last section, we investigate the mechanisms for intensification of El Niño-induced 355 

circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP in mid-summer(1) via comparison of energy 356 

conversion efficiency in two periods. In this part, we further discuss the mechanisms for the 357 

northward extension of El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP. Kosaka and 358 

Nakamura (2010) demonstrated that the mode which can extract energy from background mean 359 

states most efficiently is the one most sustainable. Thus, every mode has a preferred latitude or 360 

longitude phase. Here, we analyze whether the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the 361 

EA-NWP during the early and mid- summer(1) are the modes which can maximize the 362 

efficiency of energy conversion. 363 

Following Kosaka and Nakamura (2010), we artificially displace the El Niño-induced 364 

circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP by every 5° in latitude, while the climatological 365 
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background mean states are fixed. Through moving the modes meridionally, we aim to 366 

examine whether these modes are the dynamic modes inherent in the background mean states. 367 

Table 2 gives the time scales with which the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies could gain 368 

energy after the anomalous circulation pattern is shifted meridionally relative to its original 369 

location. The result shows that the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP 370 

gain dry energy from background mean flow most efficiently at the original latitude in both 371 

two periods. The El Niño-induced circulation anomalies in the early and mid- summer(1) both 372 

are the optimal modes, and their locations are fixed meridionally according to the background 373 

mean flow. Background mean flow shifts northward from the early to mid- summer(1) and 374 

leads to resultant northward extension of anomalous meridional circulation system. 375 

On the other hand, it should be noted that the artificially displaced circulation anomalies 376 

no longer meet the thermal or vorticity balance, so we verify the results by additional empirical 377 

orthogonal function (EOF) analyses. We perform EOF analyses on the 850 hPa vorticity 378 

anomalies over the EA-NWP (10°-60°N, 100°–160°E) from 1979 to 2016 in the early and mid- 379 

summer, respectively (Figs. 7a, b). The domain of EOF analysis is same as that in Kubota et 380 

al. (2016). The leading EOF modes in the early and mid- summer explain 18.094% and 20.21%, 381 

respectively, both are well separated with other modes by the criterion of North et al. (1982). 382 

The EOF1 modes feature an AAC pattern over the NWP in early and mid- summer, while 383 

extending more northward in the later period. Since the EOF1 normally captures the dominant 384 

mode of the interannual variability, the result suggests that the circulation anomalies over the 385 

EA-NWP tend to occur in a more northward position in the mid-summer. PC1s in the early and 386 

mid- summer are highly correlated with DJF(0) Niño3.4 index (r = 0.46 and 0.466, respectively, 387 

both p < 0.01, n = 38). 388 

We further use partial correlation method to remove the influence of ENSO, and perform 389 

EOF analyses again on the residues in the early and mid- summer(1), respectively (Figs. 7c, d). 390 

Thus, we get the dominant mode of atmospheric interannual variability over the EA-NWP 391 

independent of ENSO. The patterns are almost the same as those presented in Figs. 7a, b, and 392 

the correlations between PC1s in the early and mid- summer and DJF(0) Niño3.4 index are 393 
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both nearly zero this time. The result further confirms that the northward extension of El Niño-394 

induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP stems from local optimal internal mode 395 

change from early to mid- summer, which is independent of ENSO. 396 

5. Conclusions and discussion 397 

a. Conclusions 398 

We have investigated the intraseasonal variations of the AAC during El Niño decaying 399 

summer and explained these phenomena from the perspective of energetics. It is noted that the 400 

El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP are stronger and more northward-401 

extended in in July(1) and August(1) than in June(1), while the decaying SST anomalies over 402 

the NIO, NA and NWP could not account for this shift (Fig. 1). Based on daily datasets, we 403 

further divide the study period into early summer(1) [15 June(1)-14 July(1)] and mid-summer(1) 404 

[20 July(1)-18 August(1)], which is more accurate than month division since the most 405 

pronounced AAC transition occurs in late July(1) (Fig. 2). 406 

Then we diagnose the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP from the 407 

perspective of energetics and draw the following three conclusions. First, El Niño will induce 408 

more prominent circulation anomalies at high latitudes of EA in the mid-summer(1) than in the 409 

early summer(1), associated with more salient lower-level poleward wave fluxes originating 410 

from the NWP and injecting upward in the upstream of westerly jet exit in the later period (Fig. 411 

4). It suggests the tropical-extratropical coupling over the EA-NWP is more robust in the mid-412 

summer(1) from the view of atmospheric wave. Second, dry energy conversion from the 413 

background mean flow to perturbations over the NWP-EA is more efficient in the El Niño 414 

decaying mid-summer than in the early summer, well explaining the intensification of El Niño-415 

induced circulation anomalies (Table 1). CP (especially 𝐶𝑃5) plays a more dominant role in 416 

this process than CK (Figs. 5,6). Third, through artificially displacing the El Niño-induced 417 

circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP in the meridional direction, it is found that only at the 418 

original latitude can the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies gain dry energy from the 419 

background mean flow most efficiently (Table 2), suggesting the original latitude is the 420 

preferred latitude of the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies. Mean state changes over the 421 
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EA-NWP from early to mid- summer favor the northward shift of the preferred latitude of the 422 

circulation anomalies. Thus, the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP are 423 

more northward-extended in the later period. Additional EOF analyses further confirm that the 424 

northward extension of El Niño-induced circulation anomalies over the EA-NWP stems from 425 

local optimal internal mode change from early to mid- summer, which is independent of ENSO 426 

(Fig. 7). 427 

b. Discussion 428 

In this study, we calculate CK and CP to explain the intensification of the AAC. On the 429 

other hand, we use perturbation displacement method and EOF to discover the optimal internal 430 

mode over the EA-NWP and further explain the northward extension of the AAC. In fact, the 431 

above two points of view are not independent but complementary to each other. The northward 432 

shift of CK and CP in the mid-summer(1) (Figs. 5,6) can also explain the northward extension 433 

of the AAC while the enhanced optimal internal mode in the mid-summer (Figs. 7a,b) can also 434 

elucidate the intensification of the AAC. Since every method has its limitation, this cross-435 

validation thought is frequently used in the energetics to increase the reliability of the 436 

conclusion (Kosaka and Nakamura 2010). 437 

Besides, although the results shown in this study are confined to NWP AAC during El 438 

Niño decaying summer, local optimal mode change due to mean state changes in the mid-439 

summer may render all intraseasonal to monthly perturbations over the EA-NWP stronger and 440 

more northward-extended, expanding the implications of this study. It can also be inferred that 441 

the extratropical circulation of EA is of a higher predictability in the mid-summer since the 442 

tropical-extratropical coupling is stronger in this period. The pioneering work of Tsuyuki and 443 

Kurihara (1989) suggested that the intraseasonal PJ pattern is inclined to be more energetic in 444 

the mid-summer than in the early summer, which also supports the conjecture. 445 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the vertical shear of background zonal mean flow is 446 

important for the transformation from the baroclinic structure into a barotropic structure to 447 

convey the thermally induced baroclinic disturbances to the extratropics (e.g., Wang and Xie 448 

1996). As suggested by Lu (2004), the easterly shear of background zonal mean flow over the 449 
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NWP is robust in August while nearly neutral in June, thus the El Niño-induced local 450 

convection anomalies could induce stronger circulation anomalies in mid-high latitudes of EA 451 

in the mid-summer(1) (Figs. 4a-d). 452 

Last but not the least, it’s worth noting that the moist process is also of great significance 453 

to amplify the AAC (Kosaka and Nakamura 2006; Hu et al. 2019), while the present study 454 

dismisses detailed analysis of this process. Since the climatological mean precipitation over 455 

the NWP enhances from early to mid- summer (Figs. 3a-b; Xiang et al. 2013), the local 456 

atmospheric response becomes more sensitive to external forcing (Wu et al. 2010), thus an 457 

intensified AAC will ensue. Since the AAC is interactively correlated with the anomalous 458 

negative precipitation in its ridge (Xie et al. 2009) and anomalous rainband at its northern flank 459 

(Lu and Lin 2009; Matsumura et al. 2015), it is difficult to truly separate circulation from 460 

convection and investigate the causality between each other, which deserves future studies. 461 

 462 
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Figure Captions: 602 

Figure 1. (Left) 850 hPa wind (vectors) and SAT (colors) anomalies, (middle) vertically 603 

integrated (from the surface to 200 hPa) moisture fluxes (vectors) and their divergence (colors), 604 

(right) SST anomalies (colors) in (a, b, c) June, (d, e, f) July, (g, h, i) August regressed against 605 

standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. Vectors only exceeding the 90% 606 

confidence level are shown and dots indicate that the anomalies are significant at the 90% 607 

confidence level. The hatched areas from west to east (c) indicate NA, NIO and NWP, 608 

respectively. 609 

Figure 2. 850 hPa wind (vectors, shown only exceeding the 90% confidence level), 610 

precipitation (colors, dots indicate that the anomalies are significant at the 90% confidence 611 

level) and OLR (contours for ±2, ±4, ±6, ±8) anomalies averaged between 110°-150°E 612 

regressed against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. Solid and dashed 613 

contours represent negative and positive convection anomalies, respectively. Early summer(1) 614 

is defined as 15 June(1)–14 July(1) and mid-summer(1) 20 July(1)–18 August(1). 615 

Figure 3. Climatological mean horizonal winds (vectors) at 850 hPa (a, b) and 200 hPa (c, d), 616 

superimposed on the climatological mean precipitation (colors; a, b) and air temperature at 500 617 

hPa (colors; c, d) in the early and mid- summer. Climatological mean zonal winds are also 618 

overlaid (contours for 15, 20, 25, 30 m/s; c, d). 619 

Figure 4. Relative vorticity anomalies (colors, dots indicate that the anomalies are significant 620 

at the 90% confidence level) at (a, b) 850 hPa and (c, d) 200 hPa in (a, c) early summer, (b, d) 621 

mid-summer regressed against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. 622 

Meridional section of regressed vorticity anomalies (colors) at (e, f) 135°E in the early and 623 

mid-summer(1), respectively. Zonal section of regressed vorticity anomalies (colors) at (g) 40° 624 

and (h) 45°N in the early and mid-summer(1), respectively. Vectors denote the corresponding 625 

wave fluxes. 626 

Figure 5. Barotropic energy conversion CK at 850 hPa and 200 hPa during El Niño decaying 627 

early summer (a, c) and mid-summer (b, d). 628 
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Figure 6. Vertically integrated (1000-200 hPa) baroclinic energy conversion CP (colors) and 629 

climatological mean temperature at 500 hPa (contours, °C) during El Niño decaying early 630 

summer (a) and mid-summer (b). Also shown are 𝐶𝑃. and 𝐶𝑃5 in the Eq. (2) during El Niño 631 

decaying early summer (c, e) and mid-summer (d, f). 632 

Figure 7. 850 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) regressed against standardized PC1 of the EOF 633 

analyses performed on standardized 850 hPa vorticity anomalies over the EA-NWP (10°-60°N, 634 

100°–160°E) during El Niño decaying early summer (a) and mid-summer (b). c (d) is the same 635 

as a (b) but on the 850 hPa vorticity anomalies independent of ENSO. Vectors only exceeding 636 

the 90% confidence level are shown. 637 

 638 
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Table 1. Time scales (days) with which the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies could gain 639 

energy from barotropic energy conversion (CK), baroclinic energy conversion (CP) and dry 640 

energy conversion (CK + CP) during El Niño decaying early summer and mid-summer. The 641 

eddy energy and energy conversions are integrated vertically from 1000 to 200 hPa and then 642 

horizontally over 0-60°N, 110°-150°E. 643 

0-60°N, 110°-150°E Early summer(1) Mid-summer(1) 

𝜏TU  

850 hPa 9.538 15.574 

200 hPa 2.756 7.729 

Vertical integral 5.659 7.636 𝜏T^ Vertical integral 11.253 1.597 𝜏`a5  Vertical integral 7.15 3.797 

 644 

Table 2. Time scales (days) with which the El Niño-induced circulation anomalies could gain 645 

energy after the circulation pattern is shifted meridionally relative to its original location. The 646 

eddy energy is calculated from the original circulation pattern and integrated over 0-60°N, 647 

100°-160°E, whereas the energy conversions are integrated over the new domain shifted with 648 

the circulation pattern. Both the eddy energy and energy conversions are integrated vertically 649 

from 1000 to 200 hPa before integrated horizontally. The efficiencies in the original latitude 650 

are highlighted in shadow. 651 

 𝜏TU 𝜏T^ 𝜏`a5  

 
Early 

summer(1) 

Mid-

summer(1) 
 

Early 

summer(1) 

Mid-

summer(1) 
 

Early 

summer(1) 

Mid-

summer(1) 

15° northward -7.976 -45.036  -10.07 2.068  -8.738 8.851 

10° northward -9.898 217.056  -11.12 1.908  -10.376 6.969 

5° northward 29.903 12.993  36.744 1.766  32.436 4.814 

Original 5.659 7.636  11.253 1.597  7.15 3.797 

5° southward 6.24 9.331  -43.246 1.595  11.996 4.063 

10° southward 19.872 141.978  -3.995 1.826  -13.203 6.597 

15° southward -5352.58 -10.994  -2.322 2.506  -5.533 24.979 

652 
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 653 

 654 

Figure 1. (Left) 850 hPa wind (vectors) and SAT (colors) anomalies, (middle) vertically 655 

integrated (from the surface to 200 hPa) moisture fluxes (vectors) and their divergence (colors), 656 

(right) SST anomalies (colors) in (a, b, c) June, (d, e, f) July, (g, h, i) August regressed against 657 

standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. Vectors only exceeding the 90% 658 

confidence level are shown and dots indicate that the anomalies are significant at the 90% 659 

confidence level. The hatched areas from west to east (c) indicate NA, NIO and NWP, 660 

respectively. 661 

T2m (K) Div (mm/day) SST (K)
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 662 

 663 

Figure 2. 850 hPa wind (vectors, shown only exceeding the 90% confidence level), 664 

precipitation (colors, dots indicate that the anomalies are significant at the 90% confidence 665 

level) and OLR (contours for ±2, ±4, ±6, ±8) anomalies averaged between 110°-150°E 666 

regressed against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. Solid and dashed 667 

contours represent negative and positive convection anomalies, respectively. Early summer(1) 668 

is defined as 15 June(1)-14 July(1) and mid-summer(1) 20 July(1)-18 August(1). 669 
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 671 

Figure 3. Climatological mean horizonal winds (vectors) at 850 hPa (a, b) and 200 hPa (c, d), 672 

superimposed on the climatological mean precipitation (colors; a, b) and air temperature at 500 673 

hPa (colors; c, d) in the early and mid- summer. Climatological mean zonal winds are also 674 

overlaid (contours for 15, 20, 25, 30 m/s; c, d). 675 
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 676 

 677 

Figure 4. Relative vorticity anomalies (colors, dots indicate that the anomalies are significant 678 

at the 90% confidence level) at (a, b) 850 hPa and (c, d) 200 hPa in (a, c) early summer, (b, d) 679 

mid-summer regressed against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. 680 

Meridional section of regressed vorticity anomalies (colors) at (e, f) 135°E in the early and 681 

mid- summer(1), respectively. Zonal section of regressed vorticity anomalies (colors) at (g) 40° 682 

and (h) 45°N in the early and mid-summer(1), respectively. Vectors denote the corresponding 683 

wave fluxes. 684 
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 686 

Figure 5. Barotropic energy conversion CK at 850 hPa and 200 hPa during El Niño decaying 687 

early summer (a, c) and mid-summer (b, d). 688 
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 690 

Figure 6. Vertically integrated (1000-200 hPa) baroclinic energy conversion CP (colors) and 691 

climatological mean temperature at 500 hPa (contours, °C) during El Niño decaying early 692 

summer (a) and mid-summer (b). Also shown are 𝐶𝑃. and 𝐶𝑃5 in the Eq. (2) during El Niño 693 

decaying early summer (c, e) and mid-summer (d, f). 694 
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 696 

Figure 7. 850 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) regressed against standardized PC1 of the EOF 697 

analyses performed on standardized 850 hPa vorticity anomalies over the EA-NWP (10°-60°N, 698 

100°–160°E) during El Niño decaying early summer (a) and mid-summer (b). c (d) is the same 699 

as a (b) but on the 850 hPa vorticity anomalies independent of ENSO. Vectors only exceeding 700 

the 90% confidence level are shown. 701 



Figures

Figure 1

(Left) 850 hPa wind (vectors) and SAT (colors) anomalies, (middle) vertically integrated (from the surface
to 200 hPa) moisture �uxes (vectors) and their divergence (colors), (right) SST anomalies (colors) in (a, b,
c) June, (d, e, f) July, (g, h, i) August regressed against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–
2015/16. Vectors only exceeding the 90% con�dence level are shown and dots indicate that the
anomalies are signi�cant at the 90% con�dence level. The hatched areas from west to east (c) indicate
NA, NIO and NWP, respectively. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on
this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 2

850 hPa wind (vectors, shown only exceeding the 90% con�dence level), precipitation (colors, dots
indicate that the anomalies are signi�cant at the 90% con�dence level) and OLR (contours for ±2, ±4, ±6,
±8) anomalies averaged between 110°-150°E regressed against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for
1978/79–2015/16. Solid and dashed contours represent negative and positive convection anomalies,
respectively. Early summer(1) is de�ned as 15 June(1)–14 July(1) and mid-summer(1) 20 July(1)–18
August(1).



Figure 3

Climatological mean horizonal winds (vectors) at 850 hPa (a, b) and 200 hPa (c, d), superimposed on the
climatological mean precipitation (colors; a, b) and air temperature at 500 hPa (colors; c, d) in the early
and mid- summer. Climatological mean zonal winds are also overlaid (contours for 15, 20, 25, 30 m/s; c,
d). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any
country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 4

Relative vorticity anomalies (colors, dots indicate that the anomalies are signi�cant at the 90%
con�dence level) at (a, b) 850 hPa and (c, d) 200 hPa in (a, c) early summer, (b, d) mid-summer regressed
against standardized DJF(0) Niño3.4 index for 1978/79–2015/16. Meridional section of regressed
vorticity anomalies (colors) at (e, f) 135°E in the early and mid-summer(1), respectively. Zonal section of
regressed vorticity anomalies (colors) at (g) 40° and (h) 45°N in the early and mid-summer(1),



respectively. Vectors denote the corresponding wave �uxes. Note: The designations employed and the
presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.

Figure 5

Barotropic energy conversion CK at 850 hPa and 200 hPa during El Niño decaying early summer (a, c)
and mid-summer (b, d). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this
map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 6

Vertically integrated (1000-200 hPa) baroclinic energy 629 conversion CP (colors) and climatological
mean temperature at 500 hPa (contours, °C) during El Niño decaying early summer (a) and mid-summer
(b). Also shown are . and 5 in the Eq. (2) during El Niño decaying early summer (c, e) and mid-summer
(d, f). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any



country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 7

850 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) regressed against standardized PC1 of the EOF analyses performed
on standardized 850 hPa vorticity anomalies over the EA-NWP (10°-60°N, 100°–160°E) during El Niño
decaying early summer (a) and mid-summer (b). c (d) is the same as a (b) but on the 850 hPa vorticity
anomalies independent of ENSO. Vectors only exceeding the 90% con�dence level are shown. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.


